
Drawing Ideas

Abstract vs. non-objective drawing
On any size piece of paper, fill the space with all the dry mediums at your disposal. Render marks without representing
an object. This is a wonderfirl experience to begin the year with (primr.y) by allowing all the children to work togetler
on a single (mural size) sheet of paper. Play classical music.

Exquisite corpse
Create a large group drawing with each student creating their own unique single element of the picture for the entire
work. (Materials-large paper, drawing media) This project allows no one individual to be accountable for the work's
outcome. It is about a thought-process (Surrealism).
Exquisite Corpse began by taking a large piece of paper and folding it as many times possible. Each student recorded
their mark/drawing/message on an exposed square and then refolded it, hiding their contribution. It was given to the next
person and they did the same, not allowing anyone to see what each was creating. Make certain that the marking are
recorded on a single side, maybe using paper that has two different color or textures for easy identification.

Perspective
Demonstrate on a blackboard how objects exist in space. How with a small set of prerequisite guidelines, students can
render proportionately. Shrdents should be given as much freedom as the need to exact the image they desire, however, I
feel it is important to provide them tools and resources to achieve their goals. One and two point perspective is simple to
demonshate on the board or on a handout. There exists many complete samples on the web.

Landscape./cityscape drawing
On a sheet of paper that is divided into two parts, have your shrdents draw two views of the same drawing from a
photograph, slide, postcard, etc. These helps to determine how the childfoung adult sees and translates an image based
solely on the experience of looking. Find a parallel image (real) outside of the school. Have the child/student redraw two
views of the chosen image. Explain something about the image. Have them look at the image a long time, smelling and
touching it. Talk about detail. Compare the drawings. Draw on papers that support the particular subject. Example- A
map makes an open ended cornection to the image of a city/landscape.

Still life
Look at some still life from artists. Here is a chance to intoduce objects that are certainly part of most children's
experience. They can identify them (fruit, bottle, and radio). Through drawings, present multiple variations on a single
theme by moving this project into other mediums (painting, prinhnaking, and photography.). Here is a fne way to
encourage the class to make the drawing class collaboration where every student participates in the construction of a
large, singular still life, each working on a specific piece of the ptzzle.

Calligram

[drawing words]
Calligrams are drawings that are composed only of words. Example- Drawing a figure, The entire interior of a figure
would be created by words that had something to do with that specific figure or maybe about the body, the activity the
figure was engaged in, a story of the figure, a memory of the person, biolory, and so on.

Haiku drawing Japanese
In this 700-year-old art form, create your own Haiku poem. A Haiku poem is a 17 syllable, non-rhyming poem that
speaks of the essence of nahre rather than nature directly. Example- A traditional Haiku may express the sensation of
rain spraying ones 'face rather than what rain looks like falling. Here is where you can make wonderfii connections,
both to how you interpret your student's ability to see as well as how they render thinking. Have your students create a
poem and then draw the poem two dimensionally. Discuss the difference between writing something that appears
emotional and capturing the same idea as a drawing. Look at the elements of art beforehand.



Portrait
Draw the porhait as a group or paired activity. In a project like this you have the opporturity to introduce the self in

ways not specific to the actual, realistic representation of the face. lmages may stand in for how one feels they are

perceived by others and equally valuable, how they feel about themselves (lrdid/upper grades). Older students find some

resistance in looking straigbt into the face oftheir peers and the idea ofsharing the responsibility ofauthorship alleviates

the weight of drawing realistically. This simple problem breaks the ice and allows the students some freedom. Have your

students render porhaits of another class from another school through photos. Wonderfrrl ocaurrences surface when you

eliminate the weight of sole authorship on a child's performance. Ifyou choose to inboduce drawing as pleasurable

exercises that all want to participate in, then circumvent the lone child drawing. Remember if you do not teach them

drawing or the steps to move forward, than you can not expect anyttring. Let the students draw anything together. Have

an exftibit and invite all. Look at the NEW Drawing from the Rigfrt Side of the Brain by Betty Edwards for wonderfi.rl

examples of drawing problem solving.

Bag drawing
Select enough images for the entire class. The image should be small enough to fit into a small paper bag. The image

should have a shape that is about its form and shouldn't be so intrioate that it frustrates the student. You can make them

more complicated on the next occasion. Do not let the student remove the object from the bag, but draw it only by touch.

Drawing to Music
Drawing to interpret sounds is a powerfirl way to get children to listen and regard their work in rather meaningfirl ways.

Select instrumental pieces to begin and create an opporhrnity to discuss the wonderfirlly unique differences in each

child's abstracted drawings. Althougb each child listens to the same musical work, their renditions come from some

other place. A place that needs to be exposed regularly. Champion individuality and the ruriqueness of their works on

paper by explaining the class listened to the same work. Pre-select a few pieces of instrumental music. You may want to

connect up the elements of art or desigrr with particularities in a piece of music. Tempo, rhythm, tone can participate as

characters in a drama.


